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Abstmt. The following general theorem is proven: Given a partially ordered set and a group Gf 
prmu tations among itu elements which preserves the order relation, there is a set of elements 
no twc? c&red acalled an independpnt set, or an antichain) of maximal size which consists of 
mmplete orbits under the group. 
The result is spplicd to several examplco including the lattice of partitions of a set. The 
maximal size (3f an anticham is also shown to Se the solution of a certain linear program dc 
fined by the parzial order. Some generalLatio;7s of the main resurult are also described. 
jj Il. lntrochtion 
A well known theorem of Sperner [6,3 J states that the largest 
totl:lly unordered set or antichain iz the latt!ce of subsets of a set 
ordered by inclusion consists of (, g n 1 ) subsets. Rota [ 5 ] has suggested 
the general question: to what extent do similar results hold in other 
partial orders’? In particular. in a partial order admitting a rank function, 
when does the largest antichain have a number of members given by the 
largest number of elements having any one rank? 
Tile problem in the form stated by Rota hss proven difficult. It is 
easy to construct partial orders admitting rank functions for which there 
are antichains having more members than have any one rank. Greene 
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and Dilwosth [ 21 have found a class of geometric lattaces having thl; 
property, It is an open question whether the lattice of partitions of ,UI 
n tWnen& set has this property as well. 
In this note we investigate a related question to wit: HOW far doe 5 
rez-ianing along the lines that lead to Sperner’s result carry one whe 2 
one is concerned with partial orders of less simplicity or regularity I han 
the subsets of 2 sc t? 
In tike next section we prove our central result, that a maximal size 
antichain in any paztiai order can be found which consists of complete 
orbits under whatever permutation symmetry group the order possesses. 
In the case of;cubscts of ti set, as th: orbits under permutations of the 
elements of the set consists of all sLlbSets of a given she, this result iffoe- 
comes that of SI?Tr;jcr. The analogcus result holds for the lattice of 
subspaces of a vt:L:tor space over 3 fnite field where, again, all subspaces 
of any given dimension lie En one orbit under the symmetries of the 
whole space: again the largest antich&size is the population of the 
largest rank. 
The general result here is weaker tha:) the Sperner type statement. 
The argument described below shows as well that the size of the maxi- 
mat antichain is given by the solution of a certain linear program. 
.! 
$2. Theorefn 
Proof. Let Y,, “.., Yp be the orbits in S under G and let 1 YJ be the size 
of the orbit Ye,, Bf we order them so that Yi > Yj if !;ome Xi in Yi and 
+ in YI satisFi .xi > x1* the Y‘s form a partial! order. Consider a chain 
a_mong the Y’s, 
satisfying 
We first prove that if B is an antichain,‘then 
._ 
The number bti 3 I Bn YAjI I I Y,,; I represents the proportion of mem- 
bers of )‘hi that he in B. Since each member of YA,. is the image of each 
other under some order preserving map, the number of chains 
.X& < Xx_ . . . < xAq with xA in Y, that don tain any particular member 
of Yh. is ihe same as the m&bet onf such chains containing any other 
mem t: cr of YAj. Hence bAj is the proportion of such chains which con- 
tain members qf Yhi that lie in R. Since no chain can contain two mem- 
bers of R, the sum of these proportions over any chain, among the Y’s, 
hence over j* cannot exceed one - which is the result ( I). 
H’r have shown that any antichain B must satisfy (1) for any chain 
of orbits YAl < . . . c Y, . These inequalities (11 for all possible chains 
form a set of linear con?traints on thqz quantities bk for any antichain B. 
‘bus the maximal size of an antichain cannot exceed the maximiim 
value of 2& bk 1 Yk ; = I B 1 subject to the constraints ( 1). Maximizatiojj 
of 1 Bi subject to these constraints only on the nonnegative variabPes 
f b, ) forms a linear program. 
We will now show that there is a solution to this linear program for 
which the values of b, are all zero or one. The set B consisting of the 
orbits for which b, is one in this solution is an antichain, moreover one 
which consists of complete orbits. We can concludet_hen that the maxi- 
mal size-of an antichain ES exactly tl\e solution maximum of the linear 
program given above, and that there exists such an antichain consisting 
of complete orbits. 
Let Cbj} be the solution to that constraints ( 1) maximizing I B 1 having 
the fewest nonintegral value of KS. Let {bi 1 be the nonintegral values 
of 15 such that Yj is minimal with respect to nonintegrality; that is, such 
that there is no Yk with 1 # bk # 0 and Yk < Yj* Let &I likewise re- 
present the “maximal’” nonintegral values of the b’s; i.e., the noninte- 
wal values b, such that tjtlere is 1~0 i with I + bj f 0 and Yj > Yk. We 
can notice that no &j is Aso a $ since if Yj is unordered with respect o 
the other Y’s whose b’s ax nonintegral then maximality of I B i requires 
bj to be integral. Let the smallest of (I+ i --Sk) be b,, and let the 
smallest value of (bk , 1 v&j) be bb. Then if we replace the numbers 
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wc Co&e none of the constraints. We verify this as follows. Under the 
n~dic:at.cd hanges all b’s remain in the closed interval [ 0, I] . Suppose 
we have a chain C with 
9 
c 
1-I 
AAi< 1. . 
If 4, = $ and b, = &, the inequality is m;tintairr;~d under the changes. 
lfhA$= lJAo and Are is Ii<.) CI SUCH that b,& C= Sh,’ the;? thrrc is a Y,, 
such that Yp is greater than the largest member of C‘ -whose Ib value Ss 
nonintegral with f # h, f 0, and such that I$ = sp. 
%‘z GUI conclude therefore (by ( I) for thtr chain obt;lined by modify- 
ing C’so as to in&de Yp) that for the chain C‘ 
so &at the indicated changes in fhe b’s do not violate C . ) for C Similar 
remarks hold if !I~ and 6,1 are interchanged here. 
Thgfact tiaat /Bi was maximal before the changes described by (3) 
or (3 ) implies that these changes do not aft&t [RI; otherwise one or 
the other change woulld increase IBt;b’l. But thiese changes decrease the 
number of values of $ or 6, which are nonintegral. 
The smallest possible number of nonintegral values of bj must thorc- 
fore he zero, which impJizs our theorem. 
3.1. The prtitinn lattice. The el&rtznts of this Uattice arp the partitions 
crf an n-etement set S under the refir?.r:ment ordering. The crbi ts under 
$!E group of symmetries of this lattice (permutations of the elements 
of S! are ahe partitions into a fixed set of block sizes. Each such orbit . 
corresponds to a partition of the integer n. We therefore conclude that 
there must be a maximal sized antichain consisting of ail partitions 
having certain fixed block sizes. Further, these sets of block sizes must 
form an antichain in the partial ordered set if partitions of N. 
Let r(u) be thz. most populous rank in the partition lattice on an rt 
element set. Mullrn [41 has proven th;lt if for all N there is no antichain 
consisting of partitions of rank r(n) alld r(rr)k 1 which contains more 
partitions thorn have rank r(n), then the maximal antichain size in the 
partition lattice is for all II the number of partitions having rank r(~). 
The results of the last paragraph along with some properties of the 
partitions of 1r2 permit a Gmple proof c.)f this resillt. 
3.2. 771~ $;~WPIC* Ililwwrth ~.xample. Consider ti graph G, consisting of 
two uodes, II and b joined by an edge. along with II .- 2 other nodes 
q. . . . . C’,, _~ 7 each oi which is joined by edges to both cf and b. We &fine 
the lattice of cent!-actL>ns of Gn to consist of those partitions of the 
nodes whose blochs are connected in it. The order relation is refinement: 
a parti!ion is a refinement of ancther if its blocks are each contained in 
a sing&z block of the other. (In Hiis serrlse the partition lattice is the con- 
tractitin lattice of the complete ;yaph on PI nodes.) The symmetry 
group of this graph Includes the symmetric group among the c’s as weli 
as interchange of (I rend h. 
Anmng the corrtractions of this graph into li blocks there are two 
orbits under the lattice qmmetry group. There is or,e in which c[l: and ki 
lie in one b!ock haGg II -- k + I nodes in it; the other k -- I nodes are 
then each in separate blocks, In the osher orbit, Q and h lie in two sepa- 
rate blocks along with a total n -.. k other nodes. The remaining k- 2 
nodes lie in separate blocks. The number of partitions in the first orbit 
is (i-$- while the number in the second is 2rz-k(~;,$ __ 
Our result tells us that there is a maximal sized antichain consisting 
of complete orbits c:C these two kinds. Since each orbit of one “kind” 
is ordered with respect to any other of the same “kind”, a gaxirnai sized 
antichain may contain at most one orbit of either kind. 1 
Contractions of the first kind described cannot be refincmc-ntc of
those of the second kind smce they are coarser as Q and b are toge’iher 
in them. Thus if we take an orbit of the second kind consisting of k 
bllocks ar.d an orbit of the first kind having rrz blocks for YBI > rl: we will 
automatically have an antichain. 
Now the maximum value of (i_$ occurs for k. - 1 = %(?J -I- 2) while 
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the maximum of F(;-z, occurs for k -- 2..=‘/3@? - 2). we can there_ 
fort’ form a maximal siziiantichain chtjosing HI and k at the vitlues 
maximizing each of these quantities. We conrctud~ that the maximum 
antichain size for this example is 
which is larger than the maximal aumber having a fixed rank k : 
a has been observed hy Greene. 
$4. Extensions and generalization 
The results obtained here may be generalized in two directions. 
Fir@. we need not restrict our attention to antichains, but catI consider 
i&cad colt&ions of mem bcrs of the partial order which contain no 
chair; of size Q. 0~ rest&s above are then the Q = 2 special case of a 
more general statement whose proof proceeds identically to that above. 
Results of this kind were iht obtained for the subset lattice by Erdiis 
[ 11 The conch&m of our theorem is identical to the conclusion in the 
swi:ial case: such ;I collection catlt be found consisting of compMe 
s&i ta 
The wcond genc!raiization involves finding the antichain which m;caii- 
mizcs the sum of a functionf that is defined over the partial order. That 
is, instead of maximiir,ing IB f = Z,, 1 for B an antichain. we could 
seek to maximize C xU f(x) for R an an tichain. Again the conclusion 
s of the theowm remains unchanged. The relevant group now becomes 
the group of transformations among order members which prese;rved 
‘bath the due df and the order relation. 
Another cstension of these results can be made by formulating the: 
dual program !o the linear program whose solution yields the sixe of a 
maxim4 anticham. This provides a further way of expressing the maxi- 
mizatior: problem. 
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